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Grand soul gem base id skyrim

You will receive the list which souls give, and what kind of souls will they fill the gem? Creature Do Soul Gem They Fill Alpha Wolflaser Ash Hopperlaser Ash Spawncommon Ash Spawn Self-Immolation and Bear burnt spring Greater Fill Should talk to Either Enthir while he's in his quarters, or Falion in Morthal. You will receive a distorted soul gem during the
attempt of the search Arniel; But it cannot be used to entrap souls. If you have The add-on can be transformed into black soul gems by using installed, imposing or more soul gemstones found in Soul Cairn to draw electricity. If you have a Dragonborne add-on installed, you can combine any soul gem (empty or filled) with an albino spider pod in the imbuing
chamber in White Ridge Barrow to create a mind control spider. If you have installed Saints and SeducersCC, soul tomatoes act as gorgeous soul gems. They first appeared in the trembling archipelago expansion for oblivion. Insects [edited] soul gems that fill you yourself, with the exception of gorgeous and black, don't change in value when fully filled (i.e.,
a common soul gem (valued at 50 when empty), there won't be a soul-in-value increase with a soul, even if a prelout common soul is valued at Gem 150). This also causes them not to stack properly in your list. Soul gems that you filled yourself if dropped, or transferred to a follower or container can be emptied. This issue has been addressed by version 1.0
of the unofficial Skyrim patch; Only partially filled soul gems will be emptied, so that you can fix any errors filling them. The Wylandriah soul gem is full and can be used to recharge enchanted weapons despite being a search item. Recharging mesmerizing consume gem through enchanted weapons or enchanting objects. This bug is fixed by version 1.0 of
the unofficial Skyrim patch. To put a padlock.
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